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Polarimetric detection in high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) might seem like a matter of course, especially in areas
such as control of the optical purity of drugs or fingerprinting of
herbal extracts. However, there are well founded reasons for the
relatively low popularity of polarimetric detection in HPLC. Such
reasons include, for example, the insufficient sensitivity of this type
of detector when compared with photodiode array detection or
evaporative light-scattering detection, or the economic factors. This
paper, regarding an example of R(–)-naproxen, discusses physical
phenomena (i.e., gelation of organic solvents by small organic
molecules, the effect of molecular rotors and oscillatory intercon-
version of chiral analytes) that might obstruct the quantification of
profen drugs (more generally, of chiral low molecular carboxylic
acids) with the use of HPLC with polarimetric detection. The dis-
cussed (or analogous) phenomena are even more general, which
hamper the widespread application of polarimetric detection in
HPLC.

Introduction

Developing an efficient polarimetric detection for high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) may seem like a

predominantly technical task for enhancing measuring sensitiv-

ity, which, if properly solved, can be a panacea for many prac-

tical problems related to the analysis of chiral compounds; and

more specifically, for the assessment of optical purity and the

enantioseparation thereof. To this end, a selection of articles

have been published, mostly dating from the last decade of

the past century and heralding a real breakthrough with the

construction of a new generation laser-based polarimetric

detectors and hence, an emerging bright era in liquid chroma-

tography of optically active compounds (1, 2).

The last few decades have witnessed the development of a

novel field of investigation, which is dynamic stereochemistry

of chiral compounds. This mostly focuses on the stereochem-

ical integrity of optically active compounds and on the revers-

ible and irreversible interconversion of the enantiomers. A

monograph summarizing the achievements in this field was re-

cently published by Wolf (3). Although the predominant major-

ity of papers on this subject originate from the last two

decades, polarimetry does not appear to be the best perform-

ing technique for the investigation of isomerization reactions

of chiral compounds, as presented in an informative summary

given in Table 4.2 in the paper (3). The analogous conclusion

can be drawn from the fact that in sophisticated HPLC studies

on direct enantioseparation, polarimetric detectors are often

avoided (4), or circular dichroism (CD) detectors in dual com-

bination with other non-polarimetric detectors are used (5, 6).

In 2001, an interesting Ph.D. thesis was released by

Schoonbeek (7), devoted to the phenomenon of physical gel-

ation of organic liquids by small organic molecules. The author

has brought to wider public attention the ubiquitous self-

organization of organic solutions by small organic molecules to

form three-dimensional (3D) networks, even if highly diluted.

The molecular level interactions responsible for the phenom-

enon of physical gelation can be quite different, such as

hydrogen bonding, aromatic (p–p), solvophobic and other

interactions. Self-assembled supramolecular structures formed

by small organic molecules are usually fibroid aggregates with

occasional linking nodes that are able to embrace the entity of

a solution with a 3D network.

Many chiral drugs (e.g., profens), amino acids and hydroxy

acids are small organic molecules and hence, tend to physical

gelation in organic or aqueous organic solutions. This ability

was demonstrated in earlier studies on the examples of ibupro-

fen and naproxen (8, 9). In one paper by Marczak et al. (9), a

considerable difference was revealed between naproxen (able

to form multimolecular aggregates and to build a stiff 3D gelat-

ing network, even if almost infinitely diluted in acetonitrile)

and propionic acid as its structural precursor (which seems to

remain in dimers rather than to aggregate). The structural

difference between propionic acid and naproxen consists of

the presence of the 6-methoxynaphthalene substituent in the

latter compound, which probably substantially contributes to

physical gelation through aromatic (p–p) interactions. This

finding allows the conclusion that the investigated naproxen

solution is a physical gel with thixotropic properties. Moreover,

the use of thin-layer chromatography (TLC) has demonstrated

the ability of naproxen, ibuprofen and 2-phenylpropionic acid

(and of some other small chiral molecules from the groups of

amino acids and hydroxy acids) to undergo a spontaneous

oscillatory chiral conversion, both in aqueous and non-aqueous

solvents (10–14).

The aim of this study was to scrutinize the response of a

standard polarimetric detector used in HPLC to an R(–)-

naproxen solution in non-aqueous and aqueous organic

solvents at different concentrations and different flow rates.

However, the obtained results seem to have substantially wider

implications than only with reference to R(–)-naproxen, and to

reveal certain physical barriers that obstruct the widespread

application of polarimetric detection in HPLC.

Experimental

Reagents

R(–)-naproxen of analytical purity grade was purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and dichloromethane (DCM) and
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methanol (MeOH) of HPLC purity grade were purchased from

Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Water used in the experiment

was de-ionized and double distilled in the laboratory by means

of Elix Advantage model Millipore system (Molsheim, France).

Operating system

For these investigations, an experimental setup was devised that

consisted of the Knauer Maxi Star pump for HPLC (Knauer,

Berlin, Germany) directly connected with the Perkin-Elmer

precision polarimeter (Waltham, MA) equipped with the Perkin-

Elmer HPLC flow cell (1 dm long) and the Windows-compatible

PolWinLab software (BioLight Luminescence Systems, London,

UK) for data acquisition and processing. In fact, the devised and

assembled experimental setup imitated a proper HPLC system

with polarimetric detection, although it was not equipped

with a chromatographic column, because it was the authors’

intent to emphasize the (largely unrepeatable) performance

of the detector, and because R(–)-naproxen was used as a

single test analyte, there was no separation task to accomplish.

Measurements of the specific rotation ([a]D
25) of the R(–)-

naproxen solutions in DCM and 70% aqueous MeOH were con-

ducted at 258C, both in static and dynamic modes (in the latter

case, at several different flow rates), and the polarimetric wave-

length used was l ¼ 589 nm. In the dynamic mode, the solution

of R(–)-naproxen was administered by the pump from the con-

tainer directly to the polarimetric detector, then the effluent

from the detector was returned to the container and the

process was continuously repeated in a closed system for the

assumed periods of time. A schematic diagram of the devised

experimental setup is given in Figure 1.

The specific rotation ([a]D
25) of the investigated samples was

calculated from the following equation:

½a�25D ¼ 100a=cd ð1Þ

where a represents the measured rotation angle (in degrees),

c denotes the concentration of the investigated compounds in

g/100/mL solvent, d is the optical path length in dm, and the

employed working temperature was 258C.

Results and Discussion

On the basis of earlier findings (8–14), it was anticipated that

the pump of the HPLC system, which exerts certain pressure

and also mixes the solutions of R(–)-naproxen in DCM and

70% aqueous MeOH, can easily disrupt the self-organization

of the respective 3D supramolecular networks (Figure 1).

Moreover, it was assumed that due to its specific chemical

structure (basically, due to the bulk 6-methoxynaphthalene

substituent), R(–)-naproxen can be considered to be a molecu-

lar propeller and its behavior in chromatographic systems can

provide an analogy to macroscopic propeller-driven machines

(e.g., windmills). Thus, the flowing mobile phase can blow the

propeller blades, feeding them with rotational energy and thus

substantially rearranging the 3D supramolecular network in the

solution and falsifying the polarimetric quantification of

the analyte. The concept of molecular propellers applied to

the structural analog of naproxen (i.e., to 2-phenylpropionic

acid) has already been utilized in an earlier paper by the

authors (15). Spontaneous oscillatory chiral conversion of

R(–)-naproxen is a complementary source of uncertainty when

quantifying this compound with the use of an HPLC system

with polarimetric detection.

Figure 1 shows the specially devised operating system, which

consists of the HPLC pump, the HPLC polarimetric cell and the

software for the HPLC data acquisition and processing.

However a chromatographic column was not used because it

was a a superfluous element (because there was no real separ-

ation task in this study) that might obscure the relationship

between an action of the HPLC pump and the R(–)-naproxen

response in terms of its specific rotation ([a]D
25) values. The

obtained results are illustrated in Figures 2–6.

Figures 2–4 show the dependence of the specific rotation

([a]D
25) on R(–)-naproxen dissolved in DCM and 70% aqueous

MeOH, respectively, in the static conditions (i.e., without

pumping these solutions through all of the elements of the

assembled system).

The obtained results for the R(–)-naproxen solutions, freshly

prepared at different concentrations in both solvents, demon-

strate the strongly pronounced dependence of the measured

[a]D
25 values on the applied solvent and the analyte concentra-

tion. In the case of the freshly prepared DCM solution, the spe-

cific rotation difference (D[a]D
25) calculated for the two

extreme concentrations of 0.42 and 3.00 g/100/mL is equal to

approximately 308 (i.e., from approximately –52 to –828), as
shown in Figure 2A. The analogous difference observed for the

two extreme concentrations of 0.10 and 0.80 g/100/mL in the

freshly prepared 70% aqueous MeOH solution is not very sig-

nificant and only equal approximately 0.58 (i.e., from approxi-

mately –54.58 to –54.08), as shown in Figure 2B. However, the

highest D[a]D
25 differences held for the concentrations of 0.10

and 0.60 g/100/mL, and equaled approximately 58 (i.e., from

approximately –54.58 to –59.58, respectively). The results pre-

sented in Figure 2 show evidence of the significant impact of

Figure 1. Block diagram of the operating system devised to monitor the influence of
the forced flow on numerical values of specific rotation ([a]D

25) measured at 258C
for R(– )-naproxen solutions in DCM and 70% aqueous MeOH.
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R(–)-naproxen concentration on its specific rotation in the

freshly prepared samples at the same temperature, and in the

same solvent. Apparently, at each concentration, the 3D supra-

molecular network of R(–)-naproxen is arranged differently,

and the measured specific rotation is the net value for a given

arrangement.

If one considers R(–)-naproxen dissolved in DCM and

stored under static conditions for 2 h (Figure 3), the respect-

ive concentration-dependent differences of the specific rota-

tion are again evident. However, the numerical [a]D
25 values for

individual concentrations do not remain constant, but add-

itionally undergo perceptible time changes, which can be

attributed to the rearrangement of the 3D supramolecular net-

works and/or to spontaneous chiral conversion. Plots 1 and 2

in Figure 3 are remarkably similar to one another, as are plots

4 and 5. Plot 3 shows an intermediate profile type between

these two plot groups. For each tested concentration, the

changes of the numerical [a]D
25 values were observed as equal

to several degrees (i.e., up to approximately 10% of the start-

ing value).

If one considers R(–)-naproxen dissolved in 70% aqueous

MeOH and stored under static conditions for 2 h, the depend-

ence between sample concentration and specific rotation

([a]D
25) values is even more pronounced (Figure 4). Unlike DCM

with its limited ability to build 3D H-bonded networks with

R(–)-naproxen, both water and MeOH can satisfactorily partici-

pate in such structures. Thus, the observed general trend is as

follows: with the lowest concentration of 0.10 g/100/mL

solvent, the [a]D
25 values vigorously oscillate within the range of

approximately 148 (i.e., from approximately –558 to –698),
as shown by plot 1. The higher the concentration of

R(–)-naproxen in 70% aqueous MeOH, the less vigorously the

respective [a]D
25 values oscillate (plots 2–5), and the narrower

the range of these oscillations becomes. For the most concen-

trated sample (0.80 g/100/mL), the highest [a]D
25 value of ap-

proximately 548 is observed, which in the course of 2 h storage

period only changes by 18 (plot 5). The interpretation of these

observations can be as follows. With the lowest concentration,

the R(–)-naproxen molecule has greater freedom to relocate in

the 3D supramolecular network than at higher concentrations.

Combined relocation and chiral conversion contribute to the

oscillatory changes of the net specific rotation value of the

sample. At the highest concentration, the 3D H-bonded

Figure 2. Specific rotation ([a]D
25) of R(–)-naproxen measured at 258C for the

freshly prepared DCM solutions at concentrations of 0.42, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50 and
3.00 g/100/mL of solvent (A); specific rotation for the freshly prepared
70% aqueous MeOH solutions at concentrations of 0.10, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60 and
0.80 g/100/mL solvent (B).

Figure 3. Changes of specific rotation ([a]D
25) for the stagnant R(–)-naproxen solutions in DCM measured in the function of time at 258C. Concentrations equal to 0.42 (plot 1),

0.50 (plot 2), 1.00 (plot 3), 1.50 (plot 4), and 3.00 g/100/mL solvent (plot 5).
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supramolecular network becomes the most rigid, with the

fewest degrees of freedom for a statistical R(–)-naproxen mol-

ecule to relocate in the supramolecular structure.

The influence of the forced flow exerted by the HPLC pump

on the R(–)-naproxen solutions in DCM is illustrated in

Figure 5. In this case, time dependences of [a]D
25 were plotted

for the single concentration of R(–)-naproxen under the

forced flow rates of 0.5 and 2.0 mL/min, and the stagnant

solution was also plotted for the sake of comparison. These

measurements were conducted for 2 h, and it is clear that the

specific rotation ([a]D
25) for all investigated cases significantly

changed with time. With the stagnant solution, the D[a]D
25

difference between the first and last measuring point equals

approximately 108 (plot 1), and with those under the forced

flow of 0.5 and 2.0 mL/min, the D[a]D
25 differences are approxi-

mately 168 (plot 2) and 148 (plot 3), respectively.
The analogous results shown in Figure 6 illustrate the case of

R(–)-naproxen dissolved in 70% aqueous MeOH. Again, time

dependences of the numerical [a]D
25 values were plotted for a

single concentration of R(–)naproxen under the forced flow

rates of 0.5 mL/min (plot 2) and 5.0 mL/min (plot 3), and the

stagnant solution was also plotted (plot 1) for the sake of com-

parison. Interestingly, all three trajectories are of a similar type.

The difference of the specific rotation (D[a]D
25) calculated

for the initial measuring points at the two flow rates was

approximately 98, and for the terminal measuring points, this

difference only slightly diminished (and ultimately equaled

approximately 68). Although none of the measured specific ro-

tation values can be considered to be a reference value, differ-

ences in the range from 6 to 98 indicate fluctuations ranging

from approximately 10 to 15%, a result that demonstrates a

profound impact of the forced flow on the specific rotation of

R(–)-naproxen.

Summing up, the experimental results presented in this study

emphasize the evident impact of the sample flow rate combined

with its storage period on the specific rotation ([a]D
25) values of

Figure 4. Changes of specific rotation ([a]D
25) for the stagnant R(– )-naproxen solutions in 70% MeOH measured in the function of time at 258C. Concentrations equal to 0.10

(plot 1), 0.30 (plot 2), 0.45 (plot 3), 0.60 (plot 4), and 0.80 g/100/mL solvent (plot 5).

Figure 5. Changes of specific rotation ([a]D
25) for the flowing R(– )-naproxen solutions in DCM measured in the function of time at 258C. Concentration in all cases is equal to

0.68 g/100/mL solvent and the flow rates are equal to 0 mL/min (stagnant sample) (peak 1), 0.5 mL/min (peak 2), and 2.0 mL/min (peak 3).
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R(–)-naproxen, both in non-aqueous and aqueous solutions.

The two selected solvents can rightfully be regarded as model

mobile phases employed in HPLC, and so can the tested flow

rates. Finally, the employed concentrations of R(–)-naproxen in

DCM range from 0.42 to 3.00 g/100/mL, and those in 70%

MeOH range from 0.10 to 0.80 g/100/mL. These concentrations

are typical of analytical liquid chromatography systems (13).

The column was purposely exempt from this experiment, to

focus exclusively on the polarimetric detector’s response to the

sample (without attributing instability of the analyte’s specific

rotation to the weird action of the column).

Because this study was limited to a demonstration of the

sample concentration, its storage time and the flow rate impact

on the specific rotation ([a]D
25) of R(–)-naproxen, the authors

refrained from speculating about the detailed molecular-level

mechanisms responsible for the observed instabilities. All valid

[a]D
T values reported in the literature and valid for R(–)-

naproxen (registered in a close temperature range for the

chloroform solutions) (17–20) fall within the scope from –65.4

to –67.28, thus showing a difference of several percent. This dis-

crepancy can be due to the differences in the concentrations,

which were 1.096 g/100/mL of chloroform in the study by

Svoboda et al. (18) and 1.0 g/100/mL of chloroform in all

remaining cases (17, 19, 20) (and hence, the discrepancy can be

attributed to the differentiated concentration-dependent gelat-

ing and/or chiral conversion effects). These reference data

furnish additional support for the observations reported in this

study, witnessing fuzziness of the specific rotation values for

R(–)-naproxen (which is an apparent example of the determin-

istic chaos).

Conclusions

The results of the experiments discussed in this study clearly

show that despite the use of the same solvent and a constant

measuring temperature, the specific rotation of R(–)-naproxen

measured at static conditions is not constant, hence it does not

characterize this compound in a unique manner.

The flow rate of R(–)-naproxen solution strongly affects its

specific rotation, which appears to be very sensitive to the

magnitude of the applied flow rate.

Instability of the specific rotation ([a]D
25) value of R(–)-

naproxen, both in the static and dynamic conditions, clearly

suggests that quantification of this compound cannot be reli-

able with the use of an HPLC system equipped with a polari-

metric detector.

The numerical values presented in Figures 2–6 understand-

ably cannot undergo any statistic evaluation, because the mo-

lecular level organization inside R(–)-naproxen solutions

(selected as the test samples) represents so-called determinis-

tic chaos, due to the profen’s gelation property and to its

ability to undergo spontaneous oscillatory chiral conversion.

Thus, the only observable repeatability is (oscillatory to a large

extent) instability of the test compound’s specific rotation

values.

Conclusions drawn for R(–)-naproxen can certainly be

extended to the numerous other chiral molecules able to phys-

ically gelate the organic solvents, act as molecular rotors and/
or characterize with reversible or irreversible interconversion

of the enantiomers.

The presented discussion justifies a limited use of HPLC

with polarimetric detection for the analysis of chiral com-

pounds, which is motivated not only by economical reasons,

but by physicochemical reasons.
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